TECHNICAL SHEET

Range : ACCESSORIES

Model : S02
Finish : Black or White High Gloss
With its simple lines and two black or white finishes, the
S02 stand fits perfectly into any interior. The base features
adjustable spikes which provide excellent stability. The
integrated cable routing in the rear tube ensures optimal
installation quality and maximum discretion.
True audiophile built, it will convert your home while
improving the sound quality of your speakers.

S02

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Type

Speaker Stands

Height without spikes (mm)

596

Base plate dimensions (mm)

230x270

Top plate dimensions (mm)

165x215

Cable management

Yes

Spikes

Yes, Ajustable spikes

Dimensions (mm)

270x230x596

Net Weight (kg)

10

EAN code (black, white)

3660216004895 / 3660216004888
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TECHNICAL SHEET

Range : ACCESSORIES

Model : S04
Finish : Black or White High Gloss
The minimalist aesthetic of this speaker stand features
a design link to the high-end series with a solid base in
coloured glass matching the finishing of the stand (black
or white).
Built for dedicated listeners: Decoupling spikes are provided
with their lock nuts, the tube has cable management
for hiding the cables inside and it can be filled with sand
to increase stability and significantly reduce vibration
transmitted to the speaker.

S04

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Type

Speaker Stands

Height without spikes (mm)

674

Base plate dimensions (mm)

260x320

Top plate dimensions (mm)

165x215

Cable management

Yes

Spikes

Yes, base pads included

Ballasted stand

Yes, sand bag included

Dimensions (mm)

320x260x674

Net Weight (kg)

8.6

EAN code (black, white)

3660216004871 / 3660216004864
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